It’s getting warmer each and every day, it’s spring! During spring, you may feel that each day gets sunnier and warmer to prepare for Summer. Do you know what else is getting ready for summer? FROGS! If you take a walk through a Wisconsin forest or wetland in spring, you may hear a low snoring vibration of Northern Leopard Frog. You may hear the “quork, quork, quork” of a Wood Frog or even the high pitch “peep peep” of a Spring Pepper. Do you hear what I hear? That’s the sound of our Wisconsin native frogs waking up from their four month long winter nap. I bet you didn’t know frogs are very similar to us. Just like us, they start their lives out as little babies and grow up to be adults! This is called a Life Cycle. My friend Henry would love to tell you all about his life cycle, take a look!

While learning about Henry, can you answer these questions?

How is Henry’s life similar to your own? Where does Henry live when he is younger? Where does Henry live when he grows older? What does Henry like to eat?